MUTUAL ACCEPTANCE OF BASIC SAFETY AND EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS TRAINING
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN
NOGEPÅ, Oil and Gas Denmark, Norwegian Oil and Gas, Oil & Gas UK

January 10th, 2013

It is agreed that NOGEPÅ, Oil and Gas Denmark, Norwegian Oil and Gas and Oil & Gas UK will continue to recognize safety training given in each of the countries and in accordance with the attached matrix. Each association accepts training schools and courses approved by the other National Association.

This agreement is primarily for personnel working cross border in the North West Europe.

The ultimate goal for the associations is to develop a common standard to prepare the workforce to achieve a high level of competence in basic safety and emergency preparedness across the North West Europe.

The safety-training certificate must be valid in the country of issue and also within the time period of the accepting country.

Each National Association is the responsible for informing member companies, heliports, major contracting and supply industry and training schools, within their own country, of this agreement.

Future corrections of basic safety and emergency preparedness training standards referred to in this agreement shall be recognised by the organisations covered in this agreement.

Signed and approved by:

NOGEPÅ

Norsk olje & gass

Oil & Gas UK

olie & gas danmark

To Peter
Secretary General – NOGEPÅ

Gro Brækken
Director General – Norwegian Oil and Gas

Malcolm Webb
Chief Executive - Oil & Gas UK

Morten Naasby
Chief Executive – Oil and Gas Denmark